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RESUMEN 
La rasa de convergencia calculada indica que Ia tect6nica del occidente de Mexico ha sido tensional durante los ultimos 3 

Ma. Este estilo de deformaci6n seve reflejado en Ia formaci6n de estructuras rift en Ia parte occidental de Ia Faja Volcanica 
Trans-Mexicana [FVTM]. Los valorcs obtenidos para Ia rasa de convergencia predicen que, a traves del tiempo, se verifica una 
tee tonica menos tensional (con tendencia a Ia neutralidad) en Ia parte sureste de Ia zona de interacci6n de las placas de Rivera y 
Norteamerica, mientras que en Ia parte noroccidental se vuelve mas tensional. Par otra parte, un analisis cualitativo de las tasas 
de esparcimiento muestra que cstas fueron mas nipidas antes de los 6.5 Made lo que fueron posteriormente. Despues de analizar 
diferentes panimetros cinematicos, se concluy6 que Ia tasa de esparcimiento de Ia cresta del Pacifico Oriental en su sector 
Pacifica-Rivera, influye fuertemente sobre Ia tasa de conv<'~gencia. De esta manera se puede establecer una correlaci6n positiva 
entre Ia evoluci6n de Ia tasa de esparcimiento de Ia cresta hcffico-Rivera y Ia geologia continental. Esta correlaci6n mue~tra que 
tasas de esparcimiento relativamente rapidas coinciden con Ia presencia de volcanismo monogenetico calci-alcalfno en Ia: parte 
occidental de Ia FVTM cuando menos desde haec 10 May que este tipo de volcanismo continua hasta nuestros dfas. Sin em
bargo, cuando Ia rasa de esparcimiento se ha hecho mas lenta (y por tanto Ia rasa de convergencia se ha hecho menor) durante el
perfodo comprendido entre 6.5 May 3.5 Ma. se ha verficado en Ia region una tect6nica extensional ampliarnente distribufda, vol
canismo explosivo y sedimentacion Jacustre en los sistemas rift de Colima, Tepic-Zacoalco y de Chapala; y particularmente entre 
los 4.6 May 3.9 Ma ha coincidido con volcanismo alcalino en los rift de Colima y Tepic-Zacoalco. Un !eve incremento en Ia tasa 
de esparcimiento despues de los 3.5 Ma coincide con el decremento de actividad voldnica (principalmentc alcalfna). Durante el 
perfodo entre 1.7 May 0.7 Ma, Ia tasa de esparcimiento disminuy6 de nuevo coincidiendo con un fallarniento normal continuo 
en las tres estructuras rift mencionadas yen parte, con otra etapa de volcanismo alcalino (entre 1.4 May 0.2 Ma) en los rift de 
Colima y Tepic-Zacoalco. Despucs de los 0.7 Ma, Ia tasa de esparcimiento se ha incrementado levemente. Par otra parte, se ob
serva una relaci6n genctica entre el contenido de elementos incompatibles en rocas volcanicas de Ia region con Ia rasa de con
vergencia, lo cual implica que tasas de subduccion mayores aportan una mayor cantidad de sedimentos acrecionados a Ia cuiia 
del manto. Esto explica las diferencias geoqufmicas entre las rocas volcanicas a Jo largo del frente volcanico de Ia parte occiden
tal de Ia FVTM. 

J>ALABRAS CLAVE: Cinematica de placas, tectc\nica, volcanismo, Faja Yoldnica Trans-Mexicana, placa de Rivera, tasa de 
convergencia, tasa de esparcimiento. 

ABSTRACT 
The calculated convergence rate indicates that tectonics has been tensional in western Mexico for the last 3 m.y. This 

deformation style is expressed in the formation of rift structures in the western Trans-Mexican Volcanic Belt [TMVB]. The 
obtained values for the convergence rate predict less tensional tectonics (tending to be neutral) in the southeastern part of the 
interacting zone Rivera-North America, but more tensional in the northwestern part through time. On the other hand, a 
qualitative analysis of the spreading rates shows that they were systematically fa~ter before 6.5 Ma than after. Subsequently, after 
testing different kinematic parameters, it was concluded that spreading rate of the Pacific-Rivera rise strongly influences the 
convergence rate. Therefore, a positive correlation between the evolution of spreading rate of the Pacific-Rivera rise and geology 
onland can be made. This correlation shows that relatively fast spreading rate coincides with monogenetic calc-alkaline 
volcanism in the western TMVB at least since 10 m.y. ago. Nevertheless, this kind of volcanism has continued up to the present. 
The ·spreading rate became much slower (and thcrefQre convergence rate became slower) during the period 6.5 Ma-3.5 Ma, 
coinciding with widespread extensional tectonics, explosive volcanism and lacustrine sedimentation in the Colima, Tepic
Zacoalco and Chapala rifts, and between 4.6 Ma and 3.9 Ma with alkaline volcanism in the Colima and Tcpic-Zacoalco rifts. A 
slight increase in the spreading rate after 3.5 Ma coincides with a decrease in volcanic activity (mainly alkaline). During 1.7 
Ma-0.7 Ma, the spreading rate slowed down again coinciding with continuous normal faulting in the Colima, Tepic-Zacoalco 
and Chapa! a rifts, and in part with :mother period of alkaline volcanism (1.4 Ma-0.2 Ma) in the Colima and Tcpic-Zacoalco rifts. 
After 0.7 Ma, the spreading rate became slightly faster. A genetic relationship of the content of incompatible elements in 
volcanic rocks of the region to convergence rate was found, implying that higher subduction rate supplies more accreted 
sediments in the mantle wedge. This is used to explain geochemical differences among volcanic rocks along the volcanic front of 
the western TMYB. 

KEY WORDS: Plate kinematics, tectonics, volcanism, Trans-Mexican Volcanic Belt, Rivera plate, convergence rate, spreading 
rate. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The Colima volcano is located in the western portion 
of the Trans-Mexican Volcanic Belt [TMVB]. the E-W 
trending TMVB is a volcanic arc of more than 1000 km in 
length and 20-150 km in width (Figure 1 ), related to sub
duction of Rivera and Cocos plates beneath North 
America (Molnar and Sykes, 1969; Suarez and Singh, 
1986). However, the origin of the volcanism and the 
structure of the TMVB are not completely understood. Its 
evolution has been related to a geosuture or ancient zone 
of crustal weakness (Mooser, 1969, 1972; Cebull and 
Shurbet, 1987), an extension of the Gulf of California 
(Mooser et al., 1974), a reactivated paleoshear (Le Pichon 
and Fox, 1971), a zone of strike slip displacement (Gastil 
and Jensky, 1973), lateral shear or crustal transtension 
(Shurbet and Cebull, 1984; Urrutia-Fucugauchi, 1984; 
Urrutia-Fucugauchi and Bohne!, 1988; Ferrari eta!., 1990) 
or transtension related with sliver tectonics (De Mets and 
Stein, 1990). Nevertheless, correlation between offshore 
tectonics and stratigraphy and structure on land is needed 
in order to elucidate their relationship. 

The western portion of the TMVB is characterized by a 
sudden change of the E-W trend of the belt to the north
west and south-southwest. The Tcpic-Zacoalco, Colima 
and Chapala graben structures (rift structures according to 
Allan et al., 1991) are the most important features of the 
region (Figure 2). These tensional structures have been re
lated with a rifting process, and the associated alkaline and 
peralkaline volcanic rocks, are believed to be consequence 
of rifting (Luhr et al ., 1985, Allan, 1986, Allan et al., 
1991 ). Thus, more structural and stratigraphic studies are 
critical. This rifting process is assumed to be 
contemporary with subduction of the western margin of 
Mexico (Luhr and Carmichael, 1985) and the relationship 
between both processes is still discussed (Verma and 
Nelson, 1989; De Mets and Stein, 1990). 

The original purpose of this paper was to review the 
tectonic setting of the Colima volcano. Nevertheless, the 
current tectonics of the region is a result of a long evolu
tion of the structural elements of western Mexico, and thus 
a historical evaluation since late Miocene was considered 
essential. The author chose a wider view of the tectonic 
setting of Colima volcano for three reasons. First, there is 
no accurate correlation for the last 10 m.y. between the 
tectonics offshore western Mexico and the tectonics and 
volcanism onland. Second, new data from the Pacific
Rivera rise and the Rivera plate motion is available (De 
Mets and Stein, 1990). Third, the recently developed ~ws 
of convergence among plates (Otsuki, 1989) provide a 
useful way to evaluate the current style of deformation us
ing the new plate-motion data. 

In this work, the plate tectonic setting of the region and 
the evolution of Rivera plate are reviev.'ed. Next, the 
kinematic parameters of the plate's motion are evaluated 
and their influence on the deformation style is tested in or
der to establish a correlation among the variation of the 
kinematic parameters and the geologic events on land 
since late Miocene. 
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PLATE TECTONIC SETTING 

The plate tectonic environment offshore western 
Mexico is represented by the presence of the Rivera plate 
[R], Cocos plate [C) and Pacific plate [P] interacting with 
North America [NA] (Figure 2). R was proposed by 
Atwater (1970) as an independent plate from P, moving 
relative to NA at a rate of 6 cm/yr not entirely coupled to it 
yet, but in process of being coupled. Molnar and Sykes 
(1969) determined that Cis moving northeastward relative 
to NA, at a rate of 3.2 cm/yr (according to seismicity), 
1.5-3.5 cm/yr (according to length of the seismic zone) or 
4-9 cm/yr (according to rotation about the Euler pole. 
These authors explain that movement along the Middle 
America Trench [MAT] is faster in the eastern part of C 
than in the western part. 

The plate boundaries in the vicinity of the western 
TMVB are not well known. The boundary between R and 
NA is along the northwestern sector of the Middle Ameri
ca Trench: the Barra de Navidad trench-segment [BNT] 
(Figure 2), an active subduction zone that represents a 
seismic hazard (Singh eta!., 1985; Kanamori, 1987). Two 
triple junctions are recognized. The first is in the northern 
part of R where it joins P and NA through the Tamayo 
fracture zone, which is also connected with the P-R rise. 
The second is in the southern part of R, in the junction 
with P and C. The definition of this triple junction is 
uncertain, especially ncar 18.5°N, 105.7°W, where the 
eastern extension of the Rivera Fracture Zone [RFZ] con
nects the three plates (Bandy et al., 1988; Eissler and Me 
Nally, 1984). The RFZ offsets the southern P-R rise and 
northern P-C rise. East of 107.5°W there are two parallel 
transform valleys (Bourgois et al., 1988a). The northern 
valley is considered inactive by Bourgois et at. but several 
earthquakes larger than M = 5.0 appear to be located there 
(Eissler and McNally, 1984), thus, some slip motions may 
occur along those faults. In the southern valley, strike slip 
motion occurs possibly along multiple fault traces (Bour
gois et al., 1988a). In the region where the southern valley 
is intersected by a north trending rise segment (east of 
18.SON, 106.25°W), P-R strike-slip motion may cease. The 
trends of the transform valleys and the slip directions of 
strike-slip earthquakes west of 107.5°W are dominantly N 
50°-60° W (De Mets and Stein, 1990). Eissler and 
McNally (1984) suggest that !he R-C boundary may be a 
left lateral, n~rtheast trendiug boundary connecting the 
RFZ to the MAT. On the other hand, Bandy et a/. (I 988) 
suggest that the northern end of P-C rise may be connected 
to the MAT through one or more E-W dextral strike slip 
faults. Bourgois et at. (1988b) found two graben structures 
near the P-R-C triple junction within soon to-be-subducted 
lithosphere and related them to extension along Colima rift 
and Manzanillo trough east of the BNT. 

EVOLUTION OF RIVERA PLATE 

R and C are the final products of the evolution of an
cestral Farallon plate (McKenzie and Morgan, 1969) and 
Guadalupe plate [G) (Menard, 1978). Before 12.5 Mathe 
plate tectonic framework offshore west Mexico was do
minated by the presence of G with subduction to the east 
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Fig. 1. Main volcanic provinces of Mexico: 1) Sierra Madre Occidental ; 2) Trans-Mexican Volcanic Belt; 3) Raja Californian Province; 
4) Eastern Alkaline Province. Tectonic outline from Drummond (1981 ). 

(Atwater, 1970). According to Mammerickx and Klitgord 
(1982), at 12.5 Mathe spreading center G-P died out along 
the entire segment of Baja California (Figure 3A and 3B). 
South of Baja California, the spreading centers were still 
active and after 12.5 Ma rotated clockwise rapidly. Then a 
new spreading center substituted the G-P ridge (ancestral 
East Pacific Rise [EPRl) and C and R were originated be
tween 12.5-11 Ma (Figure 3B). The ridge segment south 
of the Siquciros fracture zone migrated to the cast between 
12-10 Ma (Van Andel el at., 1975). The Clipperton ridge 
was abandoned between 9-8 Ma as spreading began far to 
the cast. Between 11 and 6.5 Ma there were twin 
spreading centers south of Orozco fracture zone, defining 
an ephemeral microplate (Figure 3B). At 6.5 Ma the 
segment of the Mathematicians ridge was abandoned south 
of the Orozco fracture zone (Figure 3C). After 6.5 Ma, the 
EPR is the only spreading center between C and P, 
whereas the P-R boundary is still at the Mathematicians 
ridge. Then , a new microplate was created between the 
RFZ and the Orozco fracture zone due to a propagating rift 
from the Mathematicians ridge to the east (EPR). That 
microplate died at about 3.5 Ma (Figure 3D) when the 
Mathematicians ridge was abandoned (Mammerickx, 
1984) and the boundary of R was shortened (located 
between the RFZ in the south and the Tamayo fracture 

zone in the north). By this time, the Gulf of California was 
opened (Mammerickx and Klitgord, 1982). Even though 
Mammerickx (1984) considered that Mathematicians ridge 
was completely abandoned 3.5 m.y. ago, current volcanic 
activity at San Bcncdicto Island (Barcena volcano) and 
Socorro Island (Everman volcano) evidences that this last 
jump has not been completed (Carballido, 1991). 

Figure 4 represents the distance from the EPR between 
R and C to magnetic anomalies mapped by Mammerickx 
and Klitgord (1982), giving an indirect estimate of the 
spreading rate of EPR since early the Late Miocene (about 
10 m.y. ago). Relatively slow spreading occurred before 8 
Ma. Two spreading rate increases are observed between 8 
Ma and 6.5 Ma, and after 6.5 Ma the rate again .became 
slower. After 3.5 Ma, the spreading rate became faster and 
between 1.7 Ma and 0.7 Ma, slowed down slightly again. 
It is important to note that the spreading rates are 
systematically faster before 6.5 Ma (Figure 4) . 

Several authors have suggested a very low subduction 
rate of R relative to NA along BNT (Ross and Shor, 1965; 
Moore and Buffington, 1968; Nixon, 1982). Furthermore, 
others have considered R accreted to NA (i.e. Larson, 
1972). Nevertheless, seismic activity in the margins of Co-
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lima and Jalisco states, confirms an active subducting R 
(Eissler and Me Nally, 1984; Singh et al., 1985; Anderson 
et al., 1989). Moreover, De Mets and Stein (1990) have 
found that R is not only active, but its activity is increas
ing. Those authors found that spreading rates averaged 
over the past 0.7 Ma are systematically faster than 3 Ma 
average rates, with the difference increasing southward 
along the ridge. Additionally, the velocity vectors pre
dicted for R are oriented to the northeast. 

In Figure 5, it is apparent that spreading rates are sys
tematically faster in the southern segment of the P-R rise 
than in the north, at least during the last 3.0 m.y. (data 
from De Mets and Stein, 1990). The spreading rates were 
faster before and after the period between 1.7 Ma and 0.7 
Ma (Figure 6). These plots suggest a decreasing 
convergence rate between 3.0 Ma and 1.7 Ma but a steady 
increase after 0.7 Ma (except at 21.15 °N). 

PLATE KINEMATICS 

A number of models have tried to explain the different 
stress regimes in the backarc region of a volcanic arc sys
tem. These models include the diapir model (Karig, 1971 ), 
secondary convection model (Sleep and Toksoz, 1971), 
age of subducted plate (Molnar and Atwater, 1978), the 
anchored slab model (Uyeda and Kanamori, 1979) and the 
model of a thickened continental crust (Faure and Charvet, 
1991). Alternatively, Otsuki (1989) has proposed laws of 
convergence rate of plates derived from empirical relation
ships among the convergence rate of plates, the rollback 
rate of trench axes, and from island-arc tectonics. Otsuki 
(op. cit.) applied these laws to island arcs and continental 
arcs as well. The first law of convergence implies that the 
deformation style in the overriding plate can be tensional, 
neutral or compressive depending on the convergence rate 
of the plates. 

The first law of convergence of Otsuki ( 1989) for a 
Wadati-Bcnioff zone of less than 200 km in depth is: 

(I) 

where va denotes the backarc spreading rate (negative) or 
the contraction rate of arc crust (positive) , v on and v sn 

arc the components of absolute motions of overriding and 
subducting plates respectively (positive when trcnchward), 
perpendicular to the trench direction. The convergence 
rate (Von+ V.w) is assumed to be equivalent to the motion 
of the subducting plate relati vc to the ovcrriding'plate 
(,VsnJ· Hence, eq. 1 can be written as: 

Va=rV.m-3.4 (cmlyr) (2) 

Equation (2) was applied using the Euler poles and angular 
velocities for the motion of R relative to NA at 3.0 Ma and 
0 .7 Ma (De Mets and Stein, 1990), in order to find the 
kinematic state of the region. The deformation rate of the 
overriding plate margin (V a ) was calculated, to be 
negative in all cases (Table I). This means that the tecto-
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nics of the continental margin of western Mexico is 
dominated by tensional tectonics. In Figure (7), the rate of 
deformation for several latitudes at 3 Ma and 0.7 Ma is 
shown. Deformation rate at 0.7 Ma is systematically 
higher than at 3.0 Ma (except in the northwesternmost 
part) and therefore, it is becoming less extensional or in 
other words, tending to be neutral in the southern part of 
the interaction zone R-NA. The deformation rate is less at 
0.7 Ma than at 3 Ma in the northern part implying that it is 
becoming more extensional. 

De Mets and Stein (1990) calculated kinematic 
parameters of R motion relative to NA at 3.0 Ma and 0.7 
Ma. However, we have no precise data on the kinematics 
of R throughout the period since I 0 Ma. Therefore, the 
correlation between the spreading rate history of EPR and 
the tectonics and volcanism onland is attempted assuming 
that tectonics and volcanism have been controlled by the 
motion of R since the Late Miocene. 

RELATIONSHIP AMONG SPREADING RATE AND 
CONVERGENCE RATE 

The deformation style onland is presumed to be mainly 
influenced by the spreading rate at the P-R rise. If this pre
sumption is valid , then the evolution of the spreading rate 
through time is responsible for the changes in convergence 
rate and a positive correlation with the tectonic evolution 
onland can be made. In order to make a reliable correlation 
among spreading rate and the geology of western Mexico, 
it is necessary to evaluate the motion of R relative to NA 
(VR-NA) through time. VR-NA can be influenced by the varia
tion of: absolute motion of NA (a V NA ), absolute motion of 
EPR (aVEPR ) and the eastward spreading rate of EPR 
(,SEPR ). The relationship between these parameters can be 
expressed as: 

(3) 

VR-NA and ,SEPR can be calculated for 0.7 Ma and 3 
Ma, whereas a V NA has remained constant since 9 Ma ago 
(Engcbrcston et al., 1985); thus eq. (3) can be written as: 

(4) 

In Tablc'2, the calculated values for ,SEPR• Vx-NA and 
VR-NA-eSEPR at 3.0 Ma and 0.7 Ma arc listed. The differ
ence of aVEPR for both dates is small. This means that the 
absolute motion of the EPR is negligible and hence, the 
convergence rate is mainly influenced by the changes in 
the spreading rate . Therefore, a correlation between 
spreading rate history and the geological evolution onland 
can be attempted. 

GEOLOGICAL SETTING OF THE WESTERN 
TMVB 

Knowledge of the onland geology is essential for 
testing the offshore kinematic behavior of plates. In order 
to test if the evolution of R through time is reflected by the 
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Fig. 3. Tectonic evolution offshore western Mexico since Middle Miocene. (A) Tectonic setting before 12.5 m.y .B.P., sulxluction was ac
tive along Baja California; (B) after the 11 Ma plate reorganization, subduction along Baja California ceased and Rivera [R] and Cocos 
[C) plates were created during late Miocene, and a microplate [M] south of Orozco fracture zone [OFZ] existed between 11 Ma and 6.5 
Ma; (C) configuration during late Miocene (6.5 Ma), the western spreading centers south of OFZ were abandoned and the East Pacific 
Rise [EPR] north of OFZ was at the Mathematicians ridge [MR] ; (D) between 6.5 Ma and 3.5 Ma a microplate [M] existed south of the 
Rivera fracture zone [RFZI. At 3.5 Mathe MR was abandoned and the EPR definitely migrated to the east, R was shortened in the pro
cess. Keys are as follows: NA: North American plate; G: Guadalupe plate; P: Pacific plate; ST: Shirley trough; SBF: San Benito fault; 
TAFS: Tosco-Abreojos fault system ; MA: Middle America trench; CPFZ: Clipperton fracture zone; CRFZ: Clarion fracture zone; THFZ: 
Tehuantepec fracture zone; O ' FZ: ()'gorman fracture zone; SFZ: Siqueiros fracture zone; CR: Clipperton ridge; TMI: Tres Marias Is
lands. Dashed lines represent fractures . Baja California ha~ not been palinspa~tically restbred. Modified from Klitgord and Mammerickx 

(1982). 

regional geology, a summary of the regional geology is re
viewed below. 

Tepic-Zacoalco Rift. The structure of this rift has been 
summarized by Allan eta/. (1991) as a series of pull apart 
basins and grabens extending northwesterly from the vici
nity of Zacoalco town (Jalisco state) to the Pacific Coast 
(Figure 2). This rift is bounded by two main fault systems: 
the Mazatan fault system in the south and the Pochotitan 
fault system in the north, active since the late or early 
Miocene to Holocene time. The Pochotitan fault system 
has dip-slip and strike-slip components. Most of the 
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observed vertical movement occurred between early 
Pliocene and early Pleistocene. Current right-lateral strike
slip movement along the northern boundary faults of the 
rift is thought to be at a rate of 0.2 cm/yr (Nieto et a/ ., 
1985). Northwest-trending lineaments between the 
Pochotitan fault system and the Mazatan fault system 
include cinder cone alignments through Ceboruco, 
SangangUey and Las Navajas volcanoes. These alignments 
imply that the direction of the least compressive horizontal 
stress is oriented northeast (Allan et a!, 1991). The 
Zacoalco half graben (the southernmost structure of the 
rift) has a different structural style, more akin to the "do-
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Fig. 4. Distances of magnetic anomalies to the P-R spreading 
center are plotted against age, since late Miocene . This plot de
picts qualitatively the evolution of the spreading rates: the 
smoother the curve, the spreading rates were relatively faster and 
the steeper the curve, the rates were relatively slower. Several 
changes can be seen but in general, the rates before 6.5 Ma were 
faster than after. The data was taken from Klitgord and 

Mammerickx ( 1982). 

mino" style of faulting of Chamberlain (1978) in the Rio 
Grande rift near Socorro, New Mexico (Allan et al., 1991). 
Delgado (1992) has mentioned that cr3 is nearly horizontal 
and cr 1 is very steep. Allan (1986) estimated the brittle 
extension in the Zacoalco half graben as 7% to 13 % and 
proposed that its faults have shallower, listric roots. 

The pre-Cenozoic rocks include interbedded gray
wackcs, shales, conglomerates and rhyolitic and andesitic 
volcaniclastic rocks intruded by gabbros, tonalites and 
granodiorites with ages between 97-20 Ma (Gastil et al., 
1978). Basement rocks (sandstones and a granodiorite) 
have been reported in a borehole ncar San Marcos (close 
to the so-called "triple junction") at 1800 m and 2200 m 
(Venegas eta/., 1985). Basement rocks arc overlain by ex
tensive early Miocene (22.6-16.9 Ma) acid-intermediate 
volcanic rocks (Gastil et al ., 1978, 1979; Nieto et al., 
1985; Pasquarc and Zanchi, 1985). These volcanic rocks 
arc covered by late Miocene ( 10-7.2 Ma) basalts, an
desites and ignimbrites (Gastil et al., 1978, 1979; Watkins 
et al., 1971; Gilbert et al., 1985). According to Pasquarc 
and Zanchi (1985), there is a 3 Ma gap in the volcanic 
activity before the eruption of the next volcanic products. 
The uppermost part of the sequence (5 .7-3.1 Ma) is com
posed of interbedded pyroclastic rocks, lacustrine .. sedi
ments and basalts (Wopat and Carmichael, 1984; Gilbert 
eta/., 1985). Part of the volcanism of this period (Pliocene 
to Holocene) was alkaline and peralkalinc in nature, 
erupted mainly from monogenetic volcanoes (Nelson and 
Carmichael, 1984). However, Pliocene to Recent calc
alkaline rocks have also erupted from major composite 
volcanoes (Nelson, 1980). 

Colima Rift. Allan ct a/. ( 1991) describes this rift as 
composed by three segments: the northern graben [N], 
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central graben [CC] and southern [S) Colima rift. These 
structures extend south-southwesterly from about 5 km 
south of the town of Zacoalco for 190 km and are 20-65 
km wide: N consists of a system of inward facing, high 
angle normal faults trending north to north-northeast 
(Allan, 1986). Infilling sediments of the graben are nearly 
1 km thick and the vertical offset is at least 2.5 km. Allan 
estimated that N represents 1.5-3.3 km (6-13 % over the 
graben structure) of brittle extension. Allan (1986) pro
posed that faulting started in N at 4-5 Ma and has contin
ued into the late Pleistocene and probably into the 
Holocene. The composite volcanoes Nevada de Colima 
and Volcan de Colima are nested in the CC. The western 
boundary of CC is delineated by high angle active normal 
faults whereas the eastern side is a diffuse boundary of 
scattered fault scarps (Allan et al., 1991). Serpa (1990) 
quotes that these faults are pre-Cenozoic, and the structure 
of CC and S should be considered as a half graben. 
Alternatively, Allan et al. (1991) mention that faulting inS 
is more complex than in the other segments of the Colima 
rift, consisting of fault blocks, smaller in size and more 
random in orientation, which implies greater crustal dis
ruption. In addition, Bourgois et al. (1988a) and Bandy et 
al. (1988) showed evidence for offshore extension of--the 
Colima rift into the Manzanillo trough (Figure 2). 

The basement rocks of N include interbedded volcanic 
breccias, conglomerates, wackcs, argilites, shales and 
limestones. The age of this sequence ranges from Jurassic 
to Eocene (Allan, 1986). Basement rocks are intruded 
locally by Cretaceous-early Tertiary plutonic rocks 
(Damon et al. 1981; Pantoja-Alor, 1983). Allan et al. 
(1991) compare some silicic pyroclastic rocks with rocks 
described by McDowell and Keizer (1977) in the mid
Tertiary Sierra Madre Occidental province. In N, Allan 
(1986) reported basalts, andesites and dacites for the pe
riod 10 Ma-4.35 Ma and between 2.41 Ma-0.58 Ma an
desites and dacites. Allan also reported alkaline rocks for 
periods between 4.69 Ma-3.29 Ma and 1.26 Ma -1.15 Ma. 
The alkaline rocks have been extruded from cinder and 
lava cones whereas the calc-alkaline rocks were erupted 
mainly by the large composite volcanoes (Allan, 1986). 
However, calc-alkaline lavas and alkaline lavas have been 
erupted by .the Volcan de Colima as well (Luhr and 
Carmichael, 1982). 

Chapala Rift. The Chapala and Citala grabens are part 
of this rift (Delgado, 1992), which extends as far as 420 
km to the cast (Johnson and Harrison, 1990) of the pro
posed triple junction of Luhr et al. (1985). The Chapala 
graben is more than 100 km long and 10-30 km wide. The 
tilted fault blocks of the northern limb of the graben also 
resemble the "domino" style of faulting (Chamberlain, 
1978) with tilted surfaces between 10° and 20° to the 
north. Crustal extension has been estimated at 1.43 km (11 
%across the graben structure) in the western part, 2.27 km 
(17 %) in the central part, and 1. 7 km (9 %) in the eastern 
part (minimum values) . The Cosala fault system and Ajijic 
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Table 1. 

Convergence rates of Rivera plate. Vsn is the component of relative motion of the subducting plate beneath North America 
perpendicular to the trench axis, Va is the deformation rate on the backarc region , which in this case represents the backarc 

spreading rate. 

LATITUDE LONGITUD AGE (Ma) Vsn (cm/yr) Va (cm/yr) 

22.SO N 107.SO w 3 0.60 -2.80 
21.5° N 106.8° w 3 0.70 -2.70 
20.0° N 106.3° w 3 1.20 -2.20 
18.9° N 105.2° w 3 2.00 -1.40 
22.5° N 107.SO w 0.7 0.30 -3.10 
21.5° N 106.8° w 0.7 0.90 -2.50 
20.0° N 106.3° w 0.7 1.90 -1 .50 
18.9° N 105.2° w 0.7 2.80 -0.60 
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Fig. 7. Deformation rates in the hackarc region of western Mexico due to the interaction between Rivera and North American plat~s. The 
rates arc all tensional hut tending through the time to be neutral except in the north where it is becoming more tensional. 

fault system (N 70° E dipping 44°-74°) arc part of the 
bounding normal faults of the Chapa Ia graben, which have 
a small left handed horizontal component (Delgado, 1992). 
Interestingly, these fault systems have a right-step-like ar
rangement in accordance with a left lateral transcurrent 
faulting. However, the stress tensors arc nearly horizontal 
(cr 3) and very steep (cr 1) , indicating only extensional 
events. On the other hand, the available striation data sug-

gestthatthere is no important lateral component (Delgado, 
unpublished data). The age of this faulting has been deter
minated by Delgado (I 992) between 6. 7 Ma and 1. 7 Ma. 
This means that Chapala graben was failed as pan of a rift
ing process during the Late Pliocene-Early Pleistocene. 
Nevertheless, the eastern extension of the N 86° E 
trending La Angostura Fault System (Pajacuanin fault) 
shows evidence of neotectonic activity. The Citala graben 
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Table 2 

Influence of the absolute motion of EPR Ca V EPR) on the convergence rate. The values of the eastern spreading rate of EPR 
CeSEPR) and the motion of R relative to NA (VR·NA) for three latitudes at 3.0 Ma and 0.7 Ma are sustractcd to obtain a VEPR· 

The difference of a V EPR at 3.0 Ma and 0.7 Ma is small. The absolute motion of NA Ca V NA) has remained constant since 9 

LATITUDE eSEPR 

(oN) (mm/yr) 

22 .5 24.0 
21.5 26.0 
20.0 29.2 

Ma (Engcbrcston et al., 1985) and during sustraction is eliminated. 

AT 3.0 Ma 

VR·NA VR·NA ·eSEPR 

(mm/yr) (mm/yr) 

6.4 -17.5 
9.9 -16.0 

14.6 -14.6 

RIVERA 

• ~ 

eSEPR 

(mm/yr) 

24.6 
28.3 
33.3 

\ ~ TMI 

AT 0.7 Ma 

VR·NA VR-NA ·eSEPR a VEPR (0.7 Ma) • a V EPR (3 Ma) 

(mm/yr) (mm/yr) (mm/yr) 

2.9 -21.6 -4.0 
9.9 -18.3 -2.3 

19.5 -13.7 0.8 

NORTH AMERICA 

Chapala Rift ....__ ---------
2d CTFZ 

I ,------------~ 
Colima Rift/ 1 ~- 0 

I .A. II 0! -I 

I J f) 
I 

PACIFIC old crust I 

105° w 

Fig. 8. Tectonic patterns in western Mexico . NE-SW extensional tectonics is parallel to the direction of the general movement of Rivera 
plate; NW-SE transcurrent faulting in the Tepic-Zacoalco rift is induced by a horizontal component resulting from oblique subduction of 
Rivera plate. This horizontal component also contributes to the E-W extension in the Colima rift which at the same time is induced by a 
horiwntal component resulted from the oblique subduction of Cocos plate beneath North America and produces transcurrent faulting 
along the Chapala-Oaxaca fracture zone. The transtensional faulting along the Chapala rift is part of a large scale left lateral shear along 
the Trans-Mexican Volcanic Belt. Keys are the same as in Figure 2. The triangle represents the Colima volcano. Black arrows represent 
the direction of relative movement of Rivera and Cocos plates according to De Mets and Stein (1990), small arrows represent the different 

tectonic patterns along the main regional structures. 
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is a smaller subparallel structure (30 km long, 7-18 km 
wide) with an estimated crustal extension of 1.26-2.92 km 
(21-15 % over the structure). This graben is bounded in 
the north by the Cit.ala fault system (normal faults trending 
N 80° W, dipping 59° S) whereas the southern boundary is 
not well defined. Faulting in this graben started in the Late 
Miocene and continued probably shortly after 1.7 Ma. 
Subsidence rate of the Chapala graben is considered 
0.039-0 .04 cm/yr and Citata graben 0.006 cm/yr 
(Delgado, 1992). Delgado and Urrutia-Fucugauchi (1986) 
have suggested an event of regional uplifting with the axis 
in the region of Zacoalco. This uplift is estimated to be 
150-300 m (west of the axis) and 400 m (northeast of the 
axis) based on the observation of sudden geomorphic 
rejuvenation of Ayutla, Alejo, Ameca and Santiago rivers 
about 50-70 km away from the uplift axis. Elevation of 
late Miocene-early Pliocene volcano-sedimentary deposits 
(400-600 m, 10-15 km from the axis) also indicates 
regional uplifting and suggests an early-late Pliocene age 
for the event. Similarly, pillow lavas of the Travesafio 
Group (4 Ma-4.3 Ma) are also elevated more than 200m 
above the current lake level. 

The stratigraphy of this rift has been studied recently 
by Delgado (1992) who established seven stratigraphic 
groups comprising mainly volcanic rocks. The Mio-Piio
cene Undifferentiated Volcanics fMPUV] and the Tizapan 
Group [TG] arc the oldest outcropping rocks of this rift 
(10.2 Ma-4.58 Ma; Nieto et al., 1981; Nixon et al., 1987; 
Delgado, unpublished data) consisting mainly of andesites 
and basalts. The Chapala Group (6.5 Ma-4.2 Ma) 
comprising volcano-sedimentary rocks and acidic volcanic 
rocks, was partially contemporaneous with the MPUV and 
TG. The Travesafio Group (4.28 Ma-4.19 Ma, mainly an
desites and basalts) and Grande Group (2. 73 Ma-1.31 Ma, 
basalts and andesites) are separated by a hiatus in the vol
canic activity of more than one million years. These two 
groups are made up of andesites and basalts. The Santa 
Cruz Group ( <0.65 Ma-1.39 Ma) consisting mainly of an
desites and basalts, and the Acathln Group (<0.65 Ma-
1.07 Ma) comprising dacites and rhyolites, represent co
eval intermediate-acidic volcanism. In contrast with the 
alkaline volcanism of Tepic-Zacoalco and Colima rifts 
during the Pliocene-Holocene, the character of the vol
canism in the Chapala rift is mostly calc-alkaline, though 
transitional rocks are also present and very few not so well 
defined alkali basalts (Delgado, unpublished data). 

DISCUSSION 

The evolution and activity of R has strongly inf1uenced 
the tectonics and volcanism in western Mexico since the 
Late Miocene. The spreading rate of the EPR increased at 
8 Ma (Figure 4) during the eastward jump of EPR, when 
the Clipperton ridge was abandoned (Figure 9) . By this 
time, the volcanism of western Mexico was calc-alkaline. 
In the Tepic-Zacoalco rift area, basalts and andesites were 
the common products (I 0 Ma-7 .2 Ma) whi Ie in the 
Chapala rift area the volcanism was monogenetic 
(represented by shield volcanoes, lava cones, etc.), mainly 
hasaltic-andesitic (I 0 Ma-6.5 Ma) . About 6.5 Ma ago 
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another segment of the EPR was abandoned in the Mathe
maticians ridge and a new ridge appeared to the east (Fig
ure 3C). During this new jump, the spreading rate became 
slower (Figure 9). This could make the convergence rate 
smaller than before and therefore, the deformation became 
tensional onland, producing normal faulting with creation 
of sedimentary basins. The calc-alkaline volcanism 
continued, but at this time explosive volcanism also 
erupted in the region of the Tepic-Zacoalco rift and in the 
Chapala rift area. Some of those acidic volcanic products 
were intercalated with lacustrine sediments (Late 
Miocene-Early Pliocene) and filled the sedimentary 
basins. Since 4.6 Ma more primitive magmas from mantle 
sources reached the surface through a very fractured crust 
due to widespread normal faulting. The alkaline volcanism 
had a widespread "pulse" (Allan et al., 1991) in the 
Colima and Tepic-Zacoalco rifts between 4.6 and 3.9 Ma. 
Allhough in the Chapala rift the volcanism was mostly 
calc-alkaline, slightly alkaline basalts and trachyandesites 
were erupted between 6 .7 Ma and 4.5 Ma. During the 
interval 3.07 and 2.73 Ma there is a short regional hiatus in 
the volcanic activity. Among the published dates of 
several authors there is no date in this interval (alkaline or 
calc-alkaline). This may result from a lack of data. 
Pasquare et al. (1988) reports a NE-SW compressic:mal 
phase during the Late Pliocene in central Mexico, 
characterized by strike slip and reverse faults. The 
relationship between uplift and the compressional phase is 
still unknown. By this time, the last jump of the EPR to 
the east occurred (at 3.5 Ma, south of the RFZ), and 
spreading rate at EPR became slightly faster (Figure 4, 6 
and 9). The calculated convergence rates since 3 Ma are 
consistent with tensional tectonics for the region (Figure 
7). This coincides with normal faulting in the Tepic
Zacoalco, Colima and Chapala rifts. Notwithstanding, 
contemporaneous right lateral displacement also occurred 
at Tepic-Zacoalco rift. Alternatively, volcanism was 
resumed in the region since 2. 7 Ma. In the Tepic-Zacoalco 
and Colima rifts it was calc-alkaline and alkaline (since 
1.4 Ma) but in Chapala rift it was entirely calc-alkaline. 

The structures of the entire region suggest the presence 
of four superposed tectonic patterns in the last 3 Ma 
(Figure 8): a) NE-SW extensional tectonics, b) NW -SE 
transcurrent faulting, c) N-S trending extensional faulting, 
and d) transtensional faulting (NE-SW trending normal 
faulting during Late Pliocene-Early Pleistocene and ENE
WSW during Late Pleistocene-Holocene). The NE-SW 
extensional tectonics has been induced by a low conver
gence rate under a subduction regime of R relative .to NA. 
The northwest trending vokanic chain southeast of Guada
lajara (Luhr and Lazaar, 1985), the volcanic field in the vi
cinity of Acatlan and the alignments of cinder cones 
through the Ceboruco, Sanganguey and Las Navajas 
volcanoes are evidences of this NE-SW extension. Also 
there are several normal faults with the same trends (i.e. 
Pochotit.an, Mazatan and San Marcos faults). These align
ments and faults are in the same direction as the expected 
trends parallel to the BNT. Right lateral displacement as
sociated with normal faults in the Tepic Zacoalco rift can 
be correlated with oblique subduction of R. The predicted 
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Fig. 9. Correlation table between the spreading rate, the tectonic events offshore western Mexico and the geologic events onland. A: data 
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ing rate; 3: calc-alkaline volcanism; 4: alkaline volcanism; T-Z: Tepie-Zacoalco; R: Rivera plate; C: Cocos plate; EPR: east Pacific rise; 
SFZ: Siqueiros fracture zone; CFZ: Clipperton fracture zone; CR Clipperton ridge; OFZ: Orozco fracture zone; RFZ: Rivera fracture 
zone; b: basalt; a: andesite; d: dacite; rd: rhyodacite; r: rhyolite; ab: alkali basalt; h: hawaiite; m: mugearite; t: trachybasalt; cr: comenditic 
rhyolite; pr: pantelleritic rhyolite; pka: phlogopite-kalsilite ankaratrite; 1: lamprophyre; Is: lacustrine sedimentation; nf: normal faulting; 
ssf: strike-slip faulting; lie: left-lateral component. Geological events ofTepic-Zacoalco rift were taken from Allan et al. (1991); geologic 

events of Colima rift were taken from Allan (1986) and geologic events of Chapala rift arc from Delgado-Granados (1992). 

velocity vectors for R (De Mcts and Stein, 1990) are 
systematically pointing to the NE. This subduction trend 
can induce NW displacement of the Jalisco block through 
NW -SE trending right lateral displacement fa~ Its. 
Alternatively, the N-S trending extensional faulting of the 
Colima rift also has been explained in terms of oblique 
subduction by De Mets and Stein (1990). In this case, the 
Michoacan block is moving southeast along the Chapala
Oaxaca Fracture Zone of Johnson and Harrison ( 1990) due 
to oblique subduction of C under NA, leaving the Colima 
rift as a "pull apart basin". In agreement with this explana
tion, several volcanoes are aligned N-S in the Colima rift 
(Cantaro-Colima volcanic chain) and in the Jalisco block 
lava cones and flows are in a north-trending basin at Los 
Volcanes (Allan et al, 1991). The volcanic front (Figure 2) 
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can be delineated by the Sanganguey volcano (about 175 
km from the trench), the volcanoes of the Mascola and Los 
Volcanes volcanic fields (about 170 km from the trench) 
and the Cantaro-Colima volcanic complex (about 170 km 
from the trench). Ceboruco, San Juan volcanoes and San 
Sebastian volcanic field are closely associated with this 
volcanic front whilst La Primavera volcanic complex is 
about 120 km behind the volcanic front (280 km from the 
BNT). All these volcanoes are related to subduction of R 
along the BNT under western Mexico. Volcanoes of the 
Michoacan-Guanajuato Volcanic Field are separated from 
the previously mentioned volcanoes by a volcanic discon
tinuity (Figure 2). Buenavista, Tancftaro, Paricutfn and Jo
rullo volcanoes, for example, are related to subduction of 
C and the latter is part of the current volcanic front in this 



region. In the Tepic-Zacoalco rift there are systematic 
differences in relative and absolute incompatible-element 
abundances and Sr and Nd isotopic ratios (Verma and 
Nelson, 1989) in comparison with the lavas in the south
east. The volcanic rocks in the Chapala and Colima rift, 
Mascota and Los Volcanes regions are enriched in 
incompatible elements (i.e. K) though Sr, Nd and Pb 
isotopic compositions of lavas from Colima rift and 
Jalisco block are similar (De Paolo and Carmichael, 1980; 
Heatherington et a/., 1987). The aforementioned 
differences in incompatible elements in magma indicate an 
increase in contents southeastwardly (from the 
northwesternmost part of Tepic-Zacoalco rift). Alter
natively, the shortening of R due to the eastward jumping 
of the EPR implies a younger and hotter subducting slab 
through time. The southern portion of this obliquely 
subducting plate is underthrusting NA more rapidly than 
the northern portion. Thus, the convergence rate of R-NA 
becomes larger southeastward too. These two facts, 
southeastern increase of content of incompatible elements 
in volcanic rocks and convergence rate, suggest a genetical 
relation of the former to the latter. Namely, higher 
subduction rate supplies more accreted sediments to the 
mantle wedge. 

Luhr eta/. (1989) state that lavas (alkaline and calc-al
kaline) from the Colima and Tepic-Zacoalco rifts were de
rived from a common source (mantle overlying R). Fluids 
and melts derived from the subducting slab and sediments 
produce heterogeneous and variable enrichment of the 
subarc mantle in the incompatible clements (concentrated 
in phlogopite, amphibolite and apatite-bearing lherzolite 
dikes and metasomatic veins) accomplished by hybridiza
tion and metasomatic alteration (Allan eta/., 1991). The 
alkaline lavas result from some partial melting of that het
erogeneous source, derived from the incompatible
element-rich dikes and veins (Luhr et al ., 1989). 
According to Allan et al. (1991), these alkaline lavas reach 
the surface through deep-rooted faults produced by 
tensional tectonics. Calc-alkaline lavas, however, result 
from larger amounts of partial melting of this source, 
diluting the dike and vein component. Verma and Nelson 
( 1989) mention that the lavas in the northwestern part of 
Tepic-Zacoalco rift seem to be derived from different 
mantle sources as compared to the lavas of the southeast
ern part. These lavas are enriched in high-field-strength 
elements (i.e. Nb, Zr and Ti) and relatively depleted in 
lithophile element<> (i.e. K and Sr) in comparison with the 
alkaline and calc-alkaline lavas described for the Mijscota 
and Los Volcanes regions and Colima rift. According to 
Verma and Nelson (1989), the lavas in this sector arc 
derived from an oceanic island type source rather than 
from a mixed mantle slab-derived source. Nevertheless, 
smaller amounts of accreted sediments with the subducting 
slab must have inlluenced the character of the magmatism 
in this part. The lack of sediments accompanying the sub
ducting slab due to a lower convergence rate, could ex
plain the difference in geochemistry (i.e. depletion in 
lithophile clements) among lavas from the northwestern 
part of the Tepic-Zacoalco rift relative to the rest of the 
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western TMVB, even though lavas from Sanganguey and 
Ceboruco volcanoes have trace element characteristics 
akin to the Colima rift calc-alkaline lavas. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The Colima volcano is located in the volcanic front of 
the western TMVB arc (delineated by Sanganguey vol
cano, Mascota and Los Volcanes volcanic fields and the 
Cantaro-Colima volcanic complex). The tectonism and 
volcanism of this region is highly influenced by the tec
tonic elements offshore western Mexico, which is domi
nated by the presence of the Rivera, Cocos, Pacific and 
North American plates (Figure 2). The volcanism of the 
western part of TMVB can be related to subduction of R 
beneath NA along the Barra de Navidad trench-segment, R 
being an active plate whose activity is consistently 
increasing since 3 m.y. ago (De Mets and Stein, 1990). 
The evolution of R is intimately related to the eastward 
migration of the East Pacific Rise, and becomes shorter 
through time since its birth between 12.5 and 11 m.y. ago 
(Mammerickx and Klitgord, 1982). Ridge jumps at 12-10 
Ma, 9-8 Ma, 6.5 Ma and 3.5 Ma (Van Andel eta/., 1975) 
have shortened R considerably and have influenced 
tectonism and volcanism onland. Those jumps are related 
with an increase or decrease of the spreading rate at -the 
ridge, changing the kinematic parameters of the 
convergence rate and modifying it. The qualitative 
analysis of the spreading rates at EPR north of Rivera 
Fracture Zone shows that they were relatively slow before 
8 Ma (calc-alkaline volcanism was present in the entire 
region since 10 Ma), faster between 8-6.5 Ma, slower 
between 6.5-3.5 Ma (with associated widespread normal 
faulting which allowed the rise of alkaline magmas by 
4.6-3.9 Ma), faster between 3.5 Ma and 1.7 Ma (a 
regional volcanic hiatus is recorded between 3.07 Ma and 
2.73 Ma), slower between 1.7 Ma and 0.7 Ma (widespread 
normal faulting) and faster again after 0. 7 Ma. In general, 
the spreading rates are faster in the southern part of the 
EPR than in the north. An analysis of the convergence rate 
since 3 Ma shows that the expected tectonic regime onland 
is tensional, becoming less tensional in the south of the 
BNT (tending to be neutral) and more extensional in the 
north. This tensional tectonic style coincides with normal 
faulting in the Tepic-Zacoalco, Chapala and Colima rifts. 
The structures of the region in the last 3 Ma evidence the 
presence offour tectonic patterns (Figure 8): a) NE-SW 
extensional tectonics, b) NW-SE transcurrent faulting, and 
c) N-S extensional faulting. NE-SW extensional tectonics 
is induced by a low convergence rate under a subduction 
regime between Rand NA, NW-SE transcurrent fat1lting is 
mainly represented by a right lateral displacement faulting 
probably induced by oblique subduction of R, and N-S 
extensional faulting is thought to be originated by oblique 
subduction of Cocos plate beneath NA. The calc-alkaline 
nature of most of the volcanism is in accordance with a 
subduction process present off-shore since at least 10 m.y. 
ago and monogenetic volcanism is related to a highly 
fractured crust under an extensional regime since at least 
6.7 Ma. The alkaline volcanism of the western arc can be 
explained by the interaction of a hot, short and young 
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subducting slab and a highly fractured crust. Nevertheless, 
the alkaline volcanism of the southern part is geochemi
cally different from the volcanism of the northwestern 
part, influenced by differences in convergence rate, which 
induce a difference in the amount of accreted sediments by 
the subducting slab. This produces a higher enrichment in 
the southeastern part of incompatible-elements (Allan et 
at., 1991 ). The alkaline volcanism of the northwestern part 
is related to an oceanic island type source (Verma and 
Nelson, 1989) with a lower content of incompatible ele
ments related with a low convergence rate and probably 
with a smaller amount of accreted sediments. 
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